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I. INTRODUCTION

Understanding the signatures of many-body interactions
in the nonlinear optical response of semiconductors is an
important fundamental problem with implications to all-
optical and electro-optical device applications.1 The linear
response to a weak optical field is well described by a model
of noninteracting quasiparticles. However, residual interac-
tions, not accounted for by these quasiparticles, can consid-
erably affect the nonlinear response. Similar to Frenkel exci-
tons in molecular crystals and aggregates,2 Coulomb
correlations among quasiparticles can dominate the nonlinear
optical response of semiconductors, in marked contrast to the
behavior of atomic systems.3–13

The coherent ultrafast response and many-body correla-
tions in semiconductor heterostructures have been studied
extensively in the past two decades.5,14–25 Due to various
dephasing and relaxation mechanisms, the coherent response
usually persists only on the tens of picosecond time scale.
Optical spectra such as the linear absorption, pump-probe
and four-wave mixing �FWM� are commonly displayed as a
function of a single �time or frequency� variable and hence
provide a one-dimensional �1D� projection of the micro-
scopic information. One-dimensional spectra are hard to in-
terpret in systems with many congested energy levels. The
spectroscopic signatures of complex many-body dynamics
projected on a 1D spectral plot strongly overlap and may not
be easily identified. For example, when 1D techniques are
employed in III-V semiconductor quantum wells �QWs�, it is
difficult to pinpoint the signatures of two-excitons due to the
small �1–2 meV� two-exciton interaction energies, i.e.,
bound two-exciton binding energy and unbound two-exciton
scattering energy.26–28 Two-exciton effects can be easily
masked by homogeneous and inhomogeneous line broaden-
ings. When both light-hole �LH� and heavy-hole �HH� exci-
tons and their interactions are taken into account, the situa-
tion becomes even more complicated since there are different
types of two-excitons such as LH, HH, and mixed
two-excitons.28,29 Even in II-VI semiconductor QWs, where
the two-exciton interaction energies are much larger �from
several to several tens of meV�,29 it is still hard to resolve
them.

Multidimensional spectroscopy,2,30–35 in which the optical
response is recorded and displayed versus several arguments,
can overcome these limitations by separating the signatures

of different pathways of the density matrix, known as the
Liouville-space pathways.36 Because different pathways are
usually connected with specific couplings, one can resolve
different coherences and many-body interactions by focusing
on different peaks in multidimensional correlation plots. Op-
tical and infrared two-dimensional correlation spectroscopy
�2DCS� is a femtosecond analog of multidimensional nuclear
magnetic resonance37,38 �NMR� that has been shown to be
very powerful for probing the structure and dynamics in
chemical and biological systems.35,39–45 These techniques
can reveal the coupling strength of elementary excitations
through cross peaks. After several attempts46–50 to go beyond
1D techniques, an experimental implementation of 2DCS to
investigate the many-body Coulomb interactions among LH
and HH excitons in semiconductors has been reported
recently.51,52

In this work, we present the basic principles2,34 of 2DCS
in semiconductor QWs and show how it can be used to study
the couplings among LH and HH excitons in a GaAs single
quantum well. The same methodology previously applied to
Frenkel excitons �hard-core bosons� in molecular aggregates
or anharmonic vibrations �soft-core bosons� in proteins2,34

can be extended to Wannier excitons.31,32,53,54 In Sec. II, we
survey the possible third-order 2D techniques of excitons.
The double-sided Feynman diagrams and the corresponding
sum-over-states expressions for 2DCS in III-V semiconduc-
tor quantum wells are presented in Sec. III. These guide the
analysis of the numerical calculations presented in later sec-
tions. In Sec. IV, we present the multiband Hamiltonian and
the nonlinear exciton equations used for the numerical cal-
culation of the 2DCS signals. The numerical calculations are
analyzed in Sec. V. Finally, in Sec. VI, we summarize our
findings.

II. LIOUVILLE-SPACE PATHWAY ANALYSIS FOR 2D
CORRELATION SPECTROSCOPY OF EXCITONS

Impulsive 2DCS signals generated by well-separated fem-
tosecond pulses may be calculated using sum-over-states ex-
pressions, which provide insights into the origin of various
peaks associated with different coherences and many-body
interactions. These expressions will be used in the following
sections to analyze the 2D signals obtained by numerical
solution of equations of motion with finite-envelope pulses.
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We consider a three-pulse sequence where the electric
field is given by

E�r,t� = �
j=1

3

�e jE j
+�t − � j�ei�kj·r−�jt� + e jE j

−�t − � j�e−i�kj·r−�jt�� .

�1�

Here, E j
+ �E j

−= �E j
+�*� is the envelope of the positive

�negative�-frequency component of the jth pulse centered at
� j, with carrier frequency � j, polarization unit vector e j, and
wave vector k j. The ability to vary the envelopes, polariza-
tion directions, durations, and time intervals tune the fre-
quencies and even control the phases of optical pulses, pro-
vides a broad class of possible techniques. By scanning these
various parameters, it is possible to design a multiple-pulse
technique2,34 for a specific application, as is done in NMR.55

The total Hamiltonian is

H = H0 − � · E�r,t� ,

where H0 is the free system Hamiltonian and � is the dipole
operator. The third-order contribution to the system’s polar-
ization induced by the interaction with the field can be writ-
ten as

Pe4
�r,t� = �

0

� �
0

� �
0

�

dt1dt2dt3Re4e3e2e1

�3� �t3,t2,t1�Ee3

��r,t − t3�Ee2
�r,t − t3 − t2�Ee1

�r,t − t3 − t2 − t1� .

�2�

Here, R�3� is the third-order response function calculated us-
ing time-dependent perturbation theory,

Re4e3e2e1

�3� �t3,t2,t1�

= i3�����̂e4
�t�,

�̂e3
�t − t3��,�̂e2

�t − t3 − t2��,�̂e1
�t − t3 − t2 − t1��� , �3�

where �ej
ˆ �t� are interaction picture operators. R�3� is a tensor

of rank 4, but for clarity, we hereafter suppress the tensor
indices ej. In impulsive experiments where the field enve-
lopes are much shorter than the delay periods and the exciton
dynamics time scale, the system first interacts with the k1
pulse, then with k2, and finally with k3, and the time inte-
grations in Eq. �2� can be eliminated. We then get

P�3��r,t� = R�3��t3,t2,t1�E3
±E2

±E1
±ei�±k1±k2±k3�re−i�±�1±�2±�3�t

�ei�±�1±�2±�3�t3ei�±�1±�2�t2e±i�1t1.

We shall recast the polarization in the form

P�3��r,t� = �
s

4

Ps�t3,t2,t1�eiksr−i�st + c.c., �4�

where the signal wave vector ks can assume one of the four
phase-matching values: kI=−k1+k2+k3, kII=k1−k2+k3,
kIII=k1+k2−k3, and kIV=k1+k2+k3.

By employing heterodyne detection and controlling the
relative phases of the heterodyne and incident fields, one can
detect the signal field itself �both amplitude and phase� rather

than merely its intensity �modulus square�. In thin samples,
propagation effects are negligible and the signal field is pro-
portional to the polarization field. Hereafter, we denote the
signal field amplitudes generated along k j as S j, where j=I,
II, III, and IV. These are given by

SI�t3,t2,t1� = iRI
�3��t3,t2,t1�E3

+E2
+E1

−ei�−�1+�2+�3�t3

�ei�−�1+�2�t2e−i�1t1, �5�

SII�t3,t2,t1� = iRII
�3��t3,t2,t1�E3

+E2
−E1

+ei��1−�2+�3�t3ei��1−�2�t2ei�1t1,

�6�

SIII�t3,t2,t1� = iRIII
�3��t3,t2,t1�E3

−E2
+E1

+ei��1+�2−�3�t3ei��1+�2�t2ei�1t1,

�7�

SIV�t3,t2,t1� = iRIV
�3��t3,t2,t1�E3

+E2
+E1

+ei��1+�2+�3�t3ei��1+�2�t2ei�1t1.

�8�

The exciton level scheme2,34 for the two-band model of
semiconductor shown in Fig. 1 �top right� consists of three
manifolds: the ground state �g�, single-exciton states �e�, and
two-exciton states �f�. The dipole operator only connects the
g to e and e to f manifolds. Within the rotating wave ap-
proximation �RWA�, RIV

�3� vanishes for this model, and the

response functions Rj
�3� �Eqs. �5�–�7�� for the other tech-

niques are represented by the double-sided Feynman
diagrams2,36 shown in Fig. 1.

FIG. 1. Feynman diagrams for the possible coherent 2D spec-
troscopic techniques for the exciton level scheme given in the top
right. 	g� is the ground state, 	e� is the single-exciton manifold, and
	f� is the two-exciton manifold. �ge and �ef are the corresponding
transition dipoles �from Ref. 2�.
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The sum-over-states expression for RI
�3� is

RI
�3��t3,t2,t1� = i3�

e,e�

�e1 · �ge���e2 · �e�g��e4 · �ge��e3 · �eg�e−�i�eg+�eg�t3−�ggt2+�i�e�g−�e�g�t1

+ i3�
e,e�

�e1 · �ge���e3 · �e�g��e4 · �ge��e2 · �eg�e−�i�eg+�eg�t3−�i�ee�+�ee��t2+�i�e�g−�e�g�t1

− i3 �
e,e�,f

�e1 · �ge���e4 · �e�f��e3 · � fe��e2 · �eg�e−�i�fe�+�fe��t3−�i�ee�+�ee��t2+�i�e�g−�e�g�t1, �9�

where �vv�=�v−�v� �	 ,	�=g ,e ,e� , f� is the frequency and �		� are the dephasing rate of the 	→	� transition. The three terms
correspond, respectively, to diagrams �i�, �ii�, and �iii�.

The 2D signal is displayed in the frequency domain by a Fourier transform of SI�t3 , t2 , t1� with respect to t3 and t1, holding
t2 fixed,

SI
�3��
3,t2,
1� 
 � � dt3dt1SI�t3,t2,t1�ei
3t3ei
1t1. �10�

This gives

SI
�3��
3,t2,
1� = �

e,e�

e−�ggt2�e1 · �ge���e2 · �e�g��e4 · �ge��e3 · �eg�E3
+E2

+E1
−

�
3 − �eg − �1 + �2 + �3 + i�eg��
1 + �e�g − �1 + i�e�g�

+ �
e,e�

e−�i�ee�+�ee��t2�e1 · �ge���e3 · �e�g��e4 · �ge��e2 · �eg�E3
+E2

+E1
−

�
3 − �eg − �1 + �2 + �3 + i�eg��
1 + �e�g − �1 + i�e�g�

− �
e,e�

�
f

e−�i�ee�+�ee��t2�e1 · �ge���e4 · �e�f��e3 · � fe��e2 · �eg�E3
+E2

+E1
−

�
3 − � fe� − �1 + �2 + �3 + i� fe���
1 + �erimeg − �1 + i�e�g�
. �11�

Equation �11� has various diagonal peaks �
1=
3� and
cross peaks �
1�
3�. The relative contributions of different
terms may be controlled by the carrier frequencies �1, �2,
and �3. Spreading the signal in an extra frequency dimension
enhances the resolving power of the 2DCS, compared to 1D
techniques.2 We can further improve the resolution by con-
trolling other parameters such as the pulse polarization direc-
tions, carrier frequencies, and envelopes. Other 2D tech-
niques generated in different phase-matching directions and
using different pairs of time variables �e.g., t2 and t3� provide
complementary information2,34,56 through different projec-
tions of the response, as will be discussed in Sec. III. Closed
expressions for the other 2D signals SII and SIII are given in
Appendix A.

III. APPLICATION TO III-V SEMICONDUCTOR
QUANTUM WELLS

A. Single- and two-exciton resonances

The dipole selection rules for HH and LH excitons in
III-V semiconductor quantum wells are shown in Fig. 2.

For GaAs, the electron effective mass me=0.065m0 �m0 is
the free-electron mass�, while the in-plane LH and HH
masses are mLH

� =0.206m0 and mHH
� =0.115m0, respectively,

and perpendicular LH and HH masses are mLH
� =0.094m0 and

mHH
� =0.34m0, respectively. The allowed transitions near the

band edge are denoted by right ��+� and left ��−� arrows,
representing right- and left-circularly polarized photons, re-
spectively. The corresponding transition dipoles �vc are

�v1c1 =
1
�2

�0�+ =
1
�2

�0�x̂ + iŷ� , �12�

�v2c2 =
1
�2

�0�− =
1
�2

�0�x̂ − iŷ� , �13�

FIG. 2. Selection rules for III-V semiconductors. c1 and c2 are
two conduction bands whose spins are sz=− 1

2 and sz= 1
2 , respec-

tively. v1 and v2 are HH valence bands with spins sz=− 3
2 and sz

= 3
2 , respectively. v3 and v4 are LH valence bands with spins sz=

− 1
2 and sz= 1

2 , respectively.
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�v3c2 =
1
�6

�0�+ =
1
�6

�0�x̂ + iŷ� , �14�

�v4c1 =
1
�6

�0�− =
1
�6

�0�x̂ − iŷ� , �15�

where x̂ and ŷ are unit vectors and �0 is the modulus of the
transition dipole.

We denote each type of exciton by the �hole, electron�
spin values involved in the valence to conduction-band tran-
sition. According to Fig. 2, there are two types of HH exci-
tons, �− 3

2 ,− 1
2

� and � 3
2 , 1

2
�, and two types of LH excitons,

�− 1
2 , 1

2
� and � 1

2 ,− 1
2

�. The system has ten types of two-
excitons: three made of two single HH excitons are denoted
by fH, three made of two single LH excitons �fL�, and four
made of one LH exciton and one HH exciton �fM, mixed�.
Two electrons �two holes� belonging to different bands gen-
erate the following bound two-excitons.

�1� �− 3
2 ,− 1

2
�+ � 3

2 , 1
2

�: bound fH,
�2� �− 1

2 , 1
2

�+ � 1
2 ,− 1

2
�: bound fL,

�3� �− 3
2 ,− 1

2
�+ �− 1

2 , 1
2

�: bound fM,

�4� � 3
2 , 1

2
�+ � 1

2 ,− 1
2

�: bound fM. Other combinations pro-
duce the following unbound two-excitons:

�5� �− 3
2 ,− 1

2
�+ �− 3

2 ,− 1
2

�: unbound fH,
�6� � 3

2 , 1
2

�+ � 3
2 , 1

2
�: unbound fH,

�7� �− 1
2 , 1

2
�+ �− 1

2 , 1
2

�: unbound fL,
�8� � 1

2 ,− 1
2

�+ � 1
2 ,− 1

2
�: unbound fL.

The other possible two-excitons, �− 3
2 ,− 1

2
�+ � 1

2 ,− 1
2

� and
� 3

2 , 1
2

�+ �− 1
2 , 1

2
�, are expected to form unbound mixed two-

exciton fM because the electron motion dominates the inter-
nal motion of a two-exciton when the holes are much heavier
than the electrons.

In Fig. 3, we show the level scheme that includes the
single-exciton and the four bound two-exciton
transitions.29,57 The unbound transitions neglected in Fig. 3
for clarity will be included in the numerical calculations re-
ported in Sec. V.

The exciton to two-exciton transition dipoles are collec-
tively denoted by �ef, where e can be either eH�eH� � or eL�eL��
and f can be either fH, fL, or fM. When all pulses are either
�+ or �− polarized, the model of Fig. 3 reduces to two
coupled two-level systems �dimer� whose 2DCS was studied
in detail.58

B. Feynman diagrams for 2DCS

We first examine the Liouville-space pathways2,36 for the
SI technique. Starting with diagram �i� in Fig. 1, we let the
states e and e� assume all possible single-exciton states, as
shown in Fig. 3. This yields the four Feynman diagrams �ia�,
�ib�, �ic�, and �id� depicted in Fig. 4.

The corresponding two-dimensional correlation spectrum
is shown at the bottom of Fig. 4. The diagonal peak �ia�
comes from HH excitons. �ib� is similarly a diagonal peak
for LH excitons. The cross peak �ic� describes a pathway
with LH excitons created during t1 and HH excitons during
t3. �id� is a second cross peak representing HH excitons dur-

FIG. 3. Single-exciton and bound two-exciton optical transitions
in III-V semiconductors.

FIG. 4. Top: the Feynman diagrams derived
from Fig. 1�i� and 1�ii�. Bottom: the schematic
2D spectrum.
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ing t1 and LH excitons during t3. Diagram �ii� of Fig. 1
differs from �i� only during the t2 period, where the system is
in the excitonic rather than the ground state. Consequently,
the corresponding peaks �iia�, �iib�, �iic�, and �iid� in the �
3,

1� correlation plot, which show the evolution during t1 and
t3, are the same as �ia�, �ib�, �ic�, and �id�, as shown in Fig. 4.

We next turn to diagram �iii�, which involves two-exciton
states. Solid �open� symbols represent bound �unbound� two-
excitons which are redshifted �blueshifted� along 
3 with
respect to the single-exciton peaks. Running the indices e, e�,
and f over all possible states results in the six diagrams
shown Fig. 5. The corresponding 2D spectrum is shown at
the bottom of Fig. 5. In the total 2D spectrum �Fig. 6�a��,
which combines the spectra of Figs. 4 and 5, the two-exciton
contributions �iiia�–�iiid� appear near the four single-exciton
peaks of Fig. 4 �ovals and circles�. There are four pathways
leading to fM, one to fH, and one to fL, respectively. The
two-exciton peaks are either redshifted or blueshifted along

3 relative to the major diagonal peaks ��eH ,−eH� , �eL ,
−eL�� or cross peaks ��eH ,−eL� , �eL ,−eH��.

To illustrate the merits of 2DCS, we compare the 2D
spectrum of Fig. 6�a� with a traditional spectrally resolved
FWM �1DFWM� shown in Fig. 6�b�. Using the current no-
tation, the 1DFWM is given by SI�
3 , t2 , t1�, where the two
pulse delays t1 and t2 are held fixed and 
3 is varied. The
peak denoted by HH comes from pathways �ia�, �ic�, �iia�,
and �iic�. The LH peak originates from the other four path-
ways �ib�, �id�, �iib�, and �iid�. In the 2D spectra �Fig. 6�a��,
�iia� is separated from �iic� and �ia� is separated from �ic�

along the 
1 axis. We find three two-exciton contributions to
the 1DFWM in Fig. 6�b� in each side of the single-exciton
peak HH and three in each side of the LH peak. These con-
tributions are very close and poorly resolved in the 1D plot
because the typical two-exciton binding energies in the III-V
quantum wells are 1–2 meV. Between eH and eL �3.8 meV
for the quantum well considered�, there are six types of two
excitons congested in the 1D plot. In contrast, the bound
mixed two-excitons �e.g., solid trapezoid and square� and
bound HH two-excitons �e.g., solid triangle� are well sepa-
rated along 
1 in the 2D plot in Fig. 6�a�. Moreover, addi-
tional separation can be obtained by different projections of
the SI signal. For example, the overlapping mixed two-
exciton contributions such as square and trapezoid in Fig.
6�a� �displaced for clarity� can be separated if we plot the 2D
spectra SI�
3 ,
2 , t1�, rather than the SI�
3 , t2 ,−
1� in Fig.
6�a� �see details in Appendix B�.

To summarize this section, we have demonstrated how
2DCS can separate different pathways. In Fig. 6�a�, coher-
ences among LH and HH excitons correspond to the two
major cross peaks ��eH ,−eL� , �eL ,−eH���, while the many-
body two-exciton correlations correspond to the weak peaks
around the four major peaks. Two-dimensional correlation
spectroscopy with different choices of variables or along dif-
ferent phase-matching directions provides complementary
information.

IV. HAMILTONIAN AND THE NONLINEAR
EXCITON EQUATIONS

The sum-over-states expressions for 2D signals given in
the previous section provide an intuitive tool for analyzing
2D techniques. Calculating the signals using these expres-
sions requires the single-exciton and two-exciton states and
their transition dipoles and relies on the impulsive-pulse as-
sumption. This is easily done for Frenkel excitons. An alter-
native way to proceed, which is more practical for Wannier
excitons, is to employ the nonlinear excitonic
equations34,59–62 �NEE� or the equivalent dynamics con-
trolled truncation �DCT� formalism5,32,63,64 to account for the

FIG. 5. Top: the Feynman diagrams derived from Fig. 1�iii�.
Bottom: the schematic 2D spectrum.

FIG. 6. �a� The total schematic 2D spectrum of kI=−k1+k2

+k3 �diagrams �i�, �ii�, and �iii��. �b� The 1DFWM signal
	SI�
3 , t2 , t1�	 displayed vs 
3 for fixed t2 and t1.
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many-body interactions beyond the Hartree-Fock level.65–79

To close the infinite hierarchy of dynamic variables, the
equations of motion are truncated according to the desired
order in the laser field.5,59,60,63 Two-dimensional signals may
be calculated by solving the NEE using nonequilibrium
Green’s functions and the two-exciton scattering
matrix.32,34,80 However, in this paper, we use direct integra-
tion of the equations of motion.

Calculating the 2DCS of semiconductor quantum wells,
where excitons are spatially confined in two dimensions, re-
quires an intensive numerical effort. Most computational
work on the nonlinear optical response of two-exciton corre-
lations focused on HH excitons. Our computation time is
around 300 times higher than the corresponding 1D FWM
calculation. To make these calculations more tractable, we
have used a multiband one-dimensional tight-binding
model21,22,28,49,50,71,81,82 to describe the excitons and two-
excitons of a single quantum well. This model can reproduce
many spectroscopic observables in quantum wells such as
the signs of energy shifts, bleaching, and induced absorption
and often even their relative strengths and the dependence
on the polarization directions of the incident pulses.83 Com-
parison of the one-dimensional tight-binding with two-
dimensional models can be found in Ref. 22. Other models
have been successfully used as well.20,84

We start with the multiband tight-binding
Hamiltonian21,22,28,50,71,81,82

H = HK + HC + HI, �16�

where

HK = �
ijc

Tij
c ai

c†aj
c + �

ijv
Tij

vai
v†aj

v �17�

describes free band motion. ai
c† �ai

c� are creation �annihila-
tion� Fermi operators of electrons in site i from the conduc-
tion band c and ai

v† �ai
v� are creation �annihilation� Fermi

operators of holes in site i from the valence band v. The
diagonal elements Tii

c,v describe the site energies for the elec-
trons �holes� in the conduction �valence� band, while the off-
diagonal elements Ti�j

c,v represent the couplings between dif-
ferent sites. We adopt the nearest-neighbor tight-binding
approximation for the electronic coupling, i.e., Tij

c,v=0 for 	i
− j 	 �1. The site energies of the electrons and holes Tii

c,v are
taken to be the mid-band-gap energy Eg.

The Coulomb term HC in Eq. �16� has the monopole-
monopole form

HC = �
ijcvc�v�

�ai
c�†ai

c� − ai
v�†ai

v��Vij�aj
c†aj

c − aj
v†aj

v� ,

where the Coulomb interaction is given by

Vij = U0
d

	i − j	d + a0
. �18�

This is similar to the Ohno coupling used in the Pariser-Parr-
Pople Hamiltonian of conjugated molecules.85–87 U0 charac-
terizes the interaction strength, a0 is the spatial cutoff, and d
is the lattice constant.

Finally, the dipole interaction with the radiation field has
the form

HI = − E�r,t� · P̂ ,

where E�t ,r� is given by Eq. �1� and P̂ is the interband
polarization operator whose expectation value is

P 
 �P̂� 
 �
ijvc

��ij
vcpij

vc + c.c.� . �19�

�ij
vc are interband dipoles and pij

vc
�ai
vaj

c� are interband co-
herences. The transition dipole matrix elements �ij

vc are de-
fined in Eqs. �12�–�15�. All optical transitions are diagonal in
the site indices i and j. For example, Eq. �12� reads

�ij
v1c1 =

1
�2

�0�+ij =
1
�2

�0ij�x̂ + iŷ� .

To make the numerical calculation more tractable, we ne-
glect the exciton population dynamics and work in the co-
herent limit, where we consider only two types of density
matrices involving single-exciton and two-exciton,
respectively.5 To third order in the radiation field, the equa-
tions of motion for the first type of density matrix pij

vc

are21,22,28,50,71,81,82

− i
�

�t
pij

vc −
i

tex
pij

vc

= − �
n

Tjn
c pin

vc − �
m

Tmi
v pmj

vc + Vijpij
vc

+ �
klv�c�

�Vkj − Vki − Vlj + Vli���plk
v�c��*plj

v�cpik
vc�

− �plk
v�c��*plk

v�c�pij
vc − �plk

v�c��*Blkij
v�c�vc�

+ E�t� · ��ij
vc�* − �

klv�c�

��il
vc��*�pkl

v�c��*pkj
v�c

− �
klv�c�

��lj
v�c�*�plk

v�c��*pik
vc�� , �20�

where tex describes exciton dephasing time. Blkij
v�c�vc


�al
v�ak

c�ai
vaj

c�+ plj
v�cpik

vc�− plk
v�c�pij

vc is the correlated two-
exciton amplitude whose equation of motion is

− i
�

�t
Blkij

v�c�vc −
i

tbi
Blkij

v�c�vc

= − �
m

�Tjm
c Blkim

v�c�vc + Tmi
v Blkmj

v�c�vc + Tkm
c Blmij

v�c�vc

+ Tml
v Bmkij

v�ci�vc� + �Vlk + Vlj + Vik + Vij − Vli − Vkj�

�Blkij
v�c�vc − �Vlk + Vij − Vli − Vkj�pik

vc�

�plj
v�c + �Vik + Vlj − Vli − Vkj�plk

v�c�pij
vc, �21�

where tbi is two-exciton dephasing time.
The total interband polarization is given by Eq. �19�,

where pij
vc is obtained by solving Eqs. �20� and �21�. To

single out a given FWM signal, we must keep track of the
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spatial Fourier components of the interband polarization con-
tributing to different 2D signals �SI, SII, and SIII�. For ex-
ample, to calculate SI we need the kI component of the in-
terband coherences, pij

vc:�kI�. The positive-frequency
component �first term of Eq. �19�� of the total interband po-
larization field in this direction is thus given by

P�kI��t3,t2,t1,t� 
 �
ijvc

�ij
vcpij

vc:�kI��t3,t2,t1,t� . �22�

The SI signal �Eq. �10�� is finally given by

SI�
3,t2,
1� 
 � � P�kI��t3,t2,t1,t�ei
1t1ei
3t3dt1dt3

=� � �
ijvc

�ij
vcpij

vc:�kI��t3,t2,t1,t�ei
1t1ei
3t3dt1dt3,

�23�

where pij
vc:�kI� depend on t3 , t2 , t1, and t through Eq. �20�, as

well as pulse envelopes and carrier frequencies �Eq. �1��.
pij

vc:�kI� are calculated by expanding Eqs. �20� and �21� in the
various wave vector Fourier components.8 We have only cal-
culated the signals for t2=0, where the third and second
pulses coincide. The order by order expansion of Eqs. �20�
and �21� to yield the signal is given in Appendix C.

To obtain the SI signal, we have solved Eqs. �C2�–�C5�
for different combinations of �t3 , t1�. The other signals �SII

and SIII� can be calculated by deriving different sets of
coupled nonlinear equations from Eqs. �20� and �21� for the
relevant spatial Fourier components.

V. NUMERICAL RESULTS

We have employed the 1D tight-binding model to calcu-
late the 2DCS signal from a 20 nm GaAs/Al0.3Ga0.7As
single quantum well �SQW�.50 For the site energies and car-
rier coupling energies defined in Eq. �17�, we used Ti�j

c

=8 meV, Ti�j
v=1,2=4.75 meV �HH band�, and Ti�j

v=3,4

=2.52 meV �LH band� to account for the in-plane dispersion
of the valence-band structure in the quantum well.28,88 The
site energies Ti=j

c and Ti=j
v=1,2 are taken to be half of the

band gap Eg. We used Gaussian pulse envelopes E j
±�t− tj�

=exp�−�t− tj�2 / j
2�, where  j =0.3 ps, corresponding to a

spectral bandwidth of around 5 meV �full width at half maxi-
mum�. This narrow bandwidth excludes the continuum states
and allows us to control the relative strength of the LH and
HH exciton transitions by tuning the carrier frequency, since
it is comparable to the LH and HH splittings �3.8 meV� of
the SQW sample. The pulse power spectra and the linear
absorption are shown in Fig. 7. Calculational details are pre-
sented in Appendix D.

Because the oscillator strengths of LH excitons are ap-
proximately one-third of those of HH excitons, we have
tuned the carrier frequencies of the three optical pulses �1
=�2=�3
�c to �c=3 meV �Fig. 7, dotted�, which enhances
the LH exciton transitions. The frequency scale in Fig. 7 and
all remaining figures are relative to the HH exciton reso-
nance, which is 35 meV below the band gap.

To calculate the 2D spectra, we first computed P�kI� for
fixed t1 from t3=0 to 32 ps with 660 time grid points by
solving Eqs. �C2�–�C5�. These calculations were then re-
peated by varying t1 from 2 to 18 ps on a 330-point grid.
The computation time scales as the number of equations, i.e.,
64N4, where N is the number of sites. We chose tex=2 ps and
tbi=1 ps rather than tex=4 ps and tbi=2 ps for the dephasing
times of excitons and two-excitons, as in Ref. 50. The nu-
merical simulations converge better for faster dephasing
rates but at the expense of the spectral resolution. The cur-
rent values of dephasing times �2 ps/1 ps for excitons and
two-excitons� do not show two-exciton peaks but merely re-
veal shoulders. In all calculations, we employed periodic
boundary conditions for N=10. Adding more sites did not
have significant effect on our calculations. In Fig. 8, we
show 	SI�
3 , t2 , t1 , �	 for t1=2 ps for different basis size N
=10, 12, 14, and 16. The main features of the spectra have
converged at N=10. Higher energy ��8 meV� peaks repre-
sent continuum states. These do not converge at N=10. How-
ever, for the narrow pulse bandwidth used �Fig. 7�, the con-
tribution of these continuum states is very small. Testing the
convergence is expensive. A single 1DFWM calculation with
16 �18� sites for current parameters takes more than 20
�32� h on a single processor �64 bit Opteron�. We thus tested
the convergence of 1DFWM signal before launching the

FIG. 7. �Solid�: Simulated linear absorption of the single quan-
tum well �see text for parameters�. Also shown are optical pulse
power spectra 	Eopt���	2 �Eq. �D3�� for �c=3 meV �dotted�, �c

=2 meV �dash dot�, and �c=0 meV �short dot�.

FIG. 8. Convergence of the modulus 	SI�
3 , t2 , t1�	 with basis
size. The 0–6 meV region has converged for N=10. The higher
energy continuum has not converged.
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2DCS calculations. Fast Fourier transform of the 660�330
grid of P�kI��t3 , t2 , t1 , t� with respect to t1 and t3 gave
SI�
3 , t2 ,−
1�. The typical computational time for one 2D
plot for N=10 is around 1000 h on a single processor �64 bit
Opteron�.

The calculated 	SI�
3 , t2 ,−
1�	 signal with two colinearly
polarized pulses �hereafter referred to as XX excitation� is
shown in Fig. 9�a� �log scale�.

The two diagonal peaks �eH ,−eH� and �eL ,−eL� describe,
respectively, the HH and LH excitons. Since the pulse is
tuned closer to the LH exciton resonance, the peak �eL ,
−eL� is stronger than �eH ,−eH�. The two major cross peaks
�eH ,−eL� �pathways �ic� and �iic�� and �eL ,−eH� �pathways
�id� and �iid�� describe the coherences which lead to quantum
beating among LH and HH excitons. These pathways may be
separated using SI�
3 ,
2 , t1� as shown in Fig. 13 or the SII

technique �Appendix A�.
To show the two-exciton signatures in Fig. 9�a�, we have

calculated the 2D spectra without the two-exciton contribu-

tions �Fig. 9�b�� obtained by neglecting the term Blkij
v�c�vc in

Eq. �C2�. Comparing Figs. 9�a� and 9�b�, we can clearly see
a feature �e� in Fig. 9�a� for mixed unbound two-excitons.
This corresponds to pathways �iiia�� and �iiid�. Further sepa-
ration of these two pathways can be accomplished using
other techniques as described in Fig. 13 or in Appendix A.
All the two-exciton peaks appear as shoulders adjacent to

major single-exciton peaks, or as a broadening of the single-
exciton peaks.

The two-exciton feature �b� in Fig. 9�a� can be attributed
to the bound LH two-excitons discussed in Fig. 6�a� and is
visible since the optical pulse enhances the LH excitons as
compared to HH excitons. Other two-exciton contributions
are also seen in Fig. 9�a�. For example, a weak shoulder �c�
and two shoulders �a� and �d� are seen in Fig. 9�a�, but not in
Fig. 9�b�. As expected, the two contributions �a� and �d� be-
come stronger as the pulses are further tuned to the red �see
Fig. 10�a��. Finally, by comparing the 2D plots �not shown�
with and without the term including the factor E�t� in Eq.
�C2�, we found that the contribution from Pauli blocking89 is
negligible.

To study the dependence of SI on the pulse polarization
configuration, we have calculated the spectra with �+�+ ex-
citation. These spectra shown in Fig. 9�c� are similar to Fig.
9�a�. However, the signature of bound LH two-exciton, the
shoulder �b� in Fig. 9�a�, is now absent. This is because,
according to the selection rules shown in Fig. 3, �+�+ exci-
tation cannot generate either bound HH two-excitons or
bound LH two-excitons.

Figure 10�a� shows the 2D spectrum when the carrier fre-
quency is tuned to �c=2 meV �Fig. 7, dashed dot�. The 2D
spectra calculated without two-exciton contributions is
shown in Fig. 10�b�.

The effect of tuning is demonstrated by comparing Fig.
10�a� ��c=2 meV� and Fig. 9�a� ��c=3 meV�. The strongest
exciton peak �eL ,−eL� in Fig. 9�a� becomes the weakest in
Fig. 10�a�, while the weakest exciton peak �eH ,−eH� in Fig.
9�a� becomes the strongest in Fig. 10�a�. Furthermore, be-
cause the LH excitons are no longer enhanced for �c
=2 meV, the signature of the LH bound two-excitons, the
shoulder �b� in Fig. 9�a�, is absent in Fig. 10�a�. The two-

FIG. 9. �Color online� �a� The modulus 	SI�
3 , t2 ,−
1�	 for
colinearly polarized pulses �XX� ��c=3 meV�. �b� Same as �a� but
excluding two-exciton contributions. �c� Same as �a� but with �+�+

excitation.

FIG. 10. �Color online� �a� The modulus 	SI�
3 , t2 ,−
1�	 calcu-
lated with colinearly polarized pulse excitations ��c=2 meV�. �b�
Same as �a� but excluding the two-exciton contributions.
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exciton features �c� and �e� in Fig. 9�a� become weaker in
Fig. 10�a�. However, the two-exciton contributions �a� and
�d� in Fig. 10�a� become stronger.

By further redshifting the carrier frequency to �c
=0 meV �short dot in Fig. 7� and using cross-linear �XY�
polarization �first pulse is polarized in the X direction and the
second in the Y direction�, we obtain the 2D spectra in Fig.
11�a�. For this excitation condition, the pulses are resonant
with the HH excitons, and LH excitons are barely excited.
Due to the narrow spectral pulse bandwidth, the LH and HH
excitons are weakly coupled and the �eL ,−eH� and �eH ,−eL�
peaks are very weak. For two-exciton contributions, we can
clearly see a shoulder �a� for bound HH two-excitons and a
broadening �b� for unbound HH two-excitons, as compared
to Fig. 11�b� where two-exciton contributions are excluded.
The two-exciton contributions are more evident for XY exci-
tation due to strong cancellations of the excitonic signal
components.82 Experimental measurements of the XY con-
figuration also show the elongation along the 
3 axis,90 con-
sistent with the calculated spectrum.

We have further calculated the phase-sensitive 2D spectra
rather than their modulus. Re(SI�
3 , t2 ,−
1�), calculated
with �c=0 meV �XX�, is shown in Fig. 12�a�. The peak
�eH ,−eH� resembles that experimentally observed �peak RA
of Fig. 2 in Ref. 51�. The 2D spectra in Fig. 12 is plotted in
the same way as in Ref. 51.

The sum-over-states expression for SI �Eq. �11�� may be
used to interpret the phase-sensitive spectra in Fig. 12�a�. For
the two-pulse scheme �t2=0� and colinear excitation, we de-
fine the real parameter C
e−�ggt2�e1 ·�ge���e2 ·�e�g�
��e4 ·�ge��e3 ·�eg�E3

+E2
+E1

−, where we assume that the E3
+E2

+E1
−

is real. Moreover, for colinear excitation, the two-exciton
contributions from the third term in Eq. �11� are small and
will be neglected. We further assume the carrier frequencies
�1=�2=�3
�c. Equation �11� then gives

SI
�3��
3,t2,− 
1� = �

e,e�

C

�
3 − �̃eg + i�eg��
1 + �̃e�g + i�e�g�

+ �
e,e�

C

�
3 − �̃eg + i�eg��
1 + �̃e�g + i�e�g�

= �
e,e�

2C

�
3 − �̃eg + i�eg��
1 + �̃e�g + i�e�g�
,

�24�

where �̃eg
�eg−�c and �̃e�g
�e�g−�c. We rewrite Eq.
�24� as

SI
�3��
3,t2,− 
1�

= �
e,e�

2C��
3 − �̃eg� − i�eg���
1 + �̃e�g� − i�e�g�

��
3 − �̃eg�2 + �eg
2 ���
1 + �̃e�g�2 + �e�g

2 �
,

�25�

and thus

FIG. 11. �Color online� �a� The modulus 	SI�
3 , t2 ,−
1�	 calcu-
lated with cross-linearly �XY� polarized pulse excitations ��c

=0 meV�. �b� Same as �a� but excluding the two-exciton
contributions.

FIG. 12. �Color online� Re(SI�
3 , t2 ,−
1�) calculated with XX
excitation for �a� �c=0 meV, �b� �c=2 meV, and �c� �c=3 meV.
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Re�SI
�3��
3,t2,− 
1��

= �
e,e�

2C�
3 − �̃eg��
1 + �̃e�g� − 2C�eg�e�g

��
3 − �̃eg�2 + �eg
2 ���
1 + �̃e�g�2 + �e�g

2 �
.

�26�

For the excitation of only HH exciton as in Fig. 12�a�, Eq.
�26� is simplified as

Re�SI
�3��
3,t2,− 
1��

=
2C��
3 − �̃HH��
1 + �̃HH� − �HH

2 �
��
3 − �̃HH�2 + �HH

2 ���
1 + �̃HH�2 + �HH
2 �

, �27�

where �̃HH is the HH exciton transition frequency relative to
the carrier frequency and �HH is the exciton dephasing rate.

Equation �27� accounts for the main features of Fig. 12�a�.
The denominator gives the resonance peak at 
3= �̃HH and

1=−�̃HH, while the numerator gives the positive and/or
negative feature. When neglecting �HH

2 , we see that if 
3
goes from below to above �̃HH, the signal will change sign
for fixed 
1. Similarly, when 
1 is scanned across −�̃HH, the
signal will also change sign for fixed 
3. In the region where
the signal changes signs, steep gradient occurs in the form of
the dense contour lines in the center of the blue and/or red
peak shown in Fig. 12�a�. The zero line along which the
steepest local gradient occurs must pass through the peak
center ��̃HH ,−�̃HH�, as at this point, Eq. �27� vanishes when
�HH

2 is neglected. However, for finite �HH
2 , Eq. �27� is finite

at ��̃HH ,−�̃HH�, and thus the zero contour line with steepest
local gradient, or the line passing through the center of the
negative �positive� �blue �red�� peak, will not pass through
the point ��̃HH ,−�̃HH�, which is on the diagonal line. Thus,
due to the finite dephasing, the peak center will be off the
diagonal line. Because �HH

2 is dominated by Coulomb inter-
actions beyond first order �carrier-carrier scattering�, the
asymmetry of the peaks and their offset from the diagonal
lines may provide insights on these many-body correlations.
The above analysis applies only to the excitation of a single
level, e.g., HH excitons. The picture will become more com-
plicated if a multilevel system is excited.

The calculated 2D spectra �real part� with carrier fre-
quency �c=2 meV �XX� shown in Fig. 12�b� share some
similarities with recent experiments,51 especially for the
main peak �eH ,−eH�. However, it is difficult to produce 2D
spectra with all four peaks observed in the experiment. In our

calculations, we use a different SQW as compared to the
experiment. A two-pulse scheme is employed in our simula-
tions, while the experiment was done with three pulses. In
addition, the 2D spectra are very sensitive to the carrier fre-
quency of the narrow-spectra optical pulses and to the pa-
rameters such as site energies and hopping and dephasing
rates for the HH and LH excitons. For example, by tuning
the pulse frequency to the blue ��c=3 meV �XX��, the real
signal �Fig. 12�c�� changes considerably compared to Fig.
12�b�. The experimental data also show strong dependences
on tuning of the excitation pulses as well as their
strength.51,52 Finally, incorporating the population dynamics
and continuum states will be required to fully reproduce the
experimental spectra.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

As in NMR, optical 2D techniques supplement traditional
1D techniques by revealing microscopic couplings, coher-
ences, and many-body correlations. Using the Liouville path-
way analysis, we have predicted the exciton and two-exciton
contributions to 2DCS in a single quantum well with LH and
HH exciton couplings. Numerical simulations reproduce the
major diagonal peaks and cross peaks in a 2D spectra. We
also obtained several features from two-exciton contribu-
tions. Different 2D techniques provide complementary infor-
mation.

Some features predicted by the sum-over-states expres-
sions, for example, the bound mixed two-excitons, are not
seen in our simulations. This may be due to the small binding
energies of these bound two-excitons and to the excitation
conditions used. Future extension of the current two-pulse
scheme to three pulses91 and exploring the t2-dependent 2D
spectra will be of interest.
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APPENDIX A: THE SII AND SIII TECHNIQUES

The response function for the kII=k1−k2+k3 signal is
given by

RII
�3��t3,t2,t1� = i3�

e,e�

�e4 · �ge���e3 · �e�g��e2 · �ge��e1 · �eg�e−�i�e�g+�e�g�t3−�ggt2−�i�eg+�eg�t1 + i3�
e,e�

�e2 · �ge���e3 · �e�g��e4 · �ge�

��e1 · �eg�e−�i�eg+�eg�t3−�i�ee�+�ee��t2−�i�eg+�eg�t1 − i3�
e,e�

�
f

�e2 · �ge���e4 · �e�f��e3 · � fe�

��e1 · �eg�e−�i�fe�+�fe��t3−�i�ee�+�ee��t2−�i�eg+�eg�t1, �A1�

where the three terms are represented by the Feynman diagrams �iv�, �v�, and �vi� of Fig. 1, respectively. Substituting Eq. �A1�
into Eq. �6� gives the time-domain signal SII�t3 , t2 , t1�. The 2D correlation plot is then obtained by Fourier transforming
SII�t3 , t2 , t1� with respect to t1 and t3, holding t2 fixed, i.e.,
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SII
�3��
3,t2,
1� 
 � � dt3dt1SII�t3,t2,t1�ei
3t3ei
1t1. �A2�

We get

SII
�3��
3,t2,
1� = �

e,e�

e−�ggt2�e4 · �ge���e3 · �e�g��e2 · �ge��e1 · �eg�E3
+E2

−E1
+

�
3 − �e�g + �3 − �2 + �1 + i�e�g��
1 − �eg + �1 + i�eg�

+ �
e,e�

e−�i�ee�+�ee��t2�e2 · �ge���e3 · �e�g��e4 · �ge��e1 · �eg�E3
+E2

−E1
+

�
3 − �eg + �3 − �2 + �1 + i�eg��
1 − �eg + �1 + i�eg�

− �
e,e�

�
f

e−�i�ee�+�ee��t2�e2 · �ge���e4 · �e�f��e3 · � fe��e1 · �eg�E3
+E2

−E1
+

�
3 − � fe� + �3 − �2 + �1 + i� fe���
1 − �eg + �1 + i�eg�
. �A3�

The response function for the kIII=k1+k2−k3 signal is given by

RIII
�3��t3,t2,t1� = i3�

e,e�
�

f

�e4 · �ge���e3 · �e�f��e2 · � fe��e1 · �eg�e−�i�e�g+�e�g�t3−�i�fg+�fg�t2−�i�eg+�eg�t1 − i3�
e,e�

�
f

�e3 · �ge���e4 · �e�f�

��e2 · � fe��e1 · �eg�e−�i�fe�+�fe��t3−�i�fg+�fg�t2−�i�eg+�eg�t1, �A4�

where the two terms correspond to the Feynman diagrams �vii� and �viii� in Fig. 1. Substituting Eq. �A4� into Eq. �7� gives the
time-domain signal SIII�t3 , t2 , t1�. The 2D correlation spectra are obtained by Fourier transform SIII�t3 , t2 , t1� with respect to t2

and t3, holding t1 fixed,

SIII
�3��
3,
2,t1� 
 � � dt3dt1SIII�t3,t2,t1�ei
3t3ei
2t2.

This gives

SIII
�3��
3,
2,t1� = �

e,e�
�

f

e−�i�eg+�eg�t1�e4 · �ge���e3 · �e�f��e2 · � fe��e1 · �eg�E3
−E2

+E1
+

�
3 − �e�g − �3 + �2 + �1 + i�e�g��
2 − � fg + �1 + �2 + i� fg�

− �
e,e�

�
f

e−�i�eg+�eg�t1�e3 · �ge���e4 · �e�f��e2 · � fe��e1 · �eg�E3
−E2

+E1
+

�
3 − � fe� − �3 + �2 + �1 + i� fe���
2 − � fg + �1 + �2 + i� fg�
. �A5�

SII and SIII techniques provide complementary informa-
tion to the SI technique. SIII technique is particularly sensitive
to exciton-exciton coupling. The 2D spectra of techniques SII
and SIII can be similarly analyzed as in the SI technique.

APPENDIX B: ALTERNATIVE 2D PROJECTION
OF THE SI SIGNAL

The bound mixed two-excitons from different pathways
�e.g., solid trapezoid and square� not resolved in Fig. 6�a�
may be separated by displaying the SI 2D spectra with dif-
ferent variables such as �
3 ,
2 , t1� rather than �
3 , t2 ,
−
1�, or by employing other 2D techniques �Appendix A�.
In Fig. 13, we display SI�
3 ,
2 , t1�. Panels �a� and �b� cor-
respond to the Feynman diagrams in Fig. 4, and panel �c�
corresponds to the Feynman diagrams in Fig. 5. Panel �d�
shows the total spectrum from the diagrams of Figs. 4 and 5,
where the single-exciton contributions along 
3 �from Figs.
13�a� and 13�b�� are represented by two open vertical ovals.

FIG. 13. The SI�
3 ,
2 , t1� signal. �a� Diagrams �ia�, �ib�, �ic�,
and �id�. �b� Diagrams �iia�, �iib�, and �iic�. �c� Diagrams �iiia�–
�iiid�. �d� Total spectrum.
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SI�
3 ,
2 , t1� can resolve peaks indistinguishable in
SI�
3 , t2 ,−
1�. For example, �ic� and �iic� �both denoted by
a horizontal oval� overlap at �eH ,−eL� in Fig. 6�a�. Similarly,
�id� and �iid� �both denoted by a vertical oval� overlap at
�eL ,−eH�. The two-exciton contributions denoted by a solid
trapezoid and a solid square in Fig. 6�a� also overlap. The
same holds for the two-exciton contributions denoted by a
solid hexagon and a solid inverted triangle in Fig. 6�a�. How-
ever, all of these overlapping couplings can be easily re-
solved by SI�
3 ,
2 , t1�. In Fig. 13�a�, pathways �ia� and �ic�
both contribute to the peak �
3 ,
2�= �eH ,0� �displaced in
the figure for clarity�. However, pathway �iic� now gives a
peak at �eH ,eH−eL� �Fig. 13�b�� and is thus well separated
from �ic�, in contrast to SI�
3 , t2 ,−
1� �Fig. 4� where these
two pathways overlapped. Similarly, pathway �iid� appears at
�eL ,eL−eH� �Fig. 13�b�� and is thus separated from �id�,
which appears at �eL ,0� in Fig. 13�a�. Thus, SI�
3 ,
2 , t1�

�Fig. 13� provides a complementary information by separat-
ing different pathways which overlap in SI�
3 , t2 ,−
1� �Fig.
6�a��. All two-exciton contributions to Fig. 5 are plotted in
Fig. 13�c�. Figure 13�c� also provides complementary infor-
mation to SI�
3 , t2 ,−
1� �Fig. 6�a��. For example, the mixed
two-excitons from two pathways �solid square and a trap-
ezoid� overlap in Fig. 6�a� but are well separated in Fig.
13�c�. The same holds for the solid hexagon and solid in-
verted triangle.

APPENDIX C: SELECTING SPATIAL FOURIER
COMPONENTS OF INTERBAND POLARIZATIONS

In this appendix, we present the equations of motion used
for calculating FWM signals for a two-pulse scheme �t2=0�.
According to Eq. �20�, the kI spatial component of interband
density matrix, pij

vc:�kI�, satisfies

− i
�

�t
pij

vc:�−k1+k2+k2� −
i

tex
pij

vc:�−k1+k2+k2� = − �
n

Tjn
c pin

vc:�−k1+k2+k2� − �
m

Tmi
v pmj

vc:�−k1+k2+k2� + Vijpij
vc:�−k1+k2+k2�

+ �
klv�c�

�Vkj − Vki − Vlj + Vli����plk
v�c��*plj

v�cpik
vc���−k1+k2+k2�

− ��plk
v�c��*plk

v�c�pij
vc�:�−k1+k2+k2� − ��plk

v�c��*Blkij
v�c�vc�:�−k1+k2+k2��

− �
klv�c�

���il
vc��* · �E�t��pkl

v�c��*pkj
v�c��−k1+k2+k2� + ��lj

v�c�* · �E�t��plk
v�c��*pik

vc���−k1+k2+k2�� .

�C1�
To first order in the optical field, the single-exciton density matrix p contains either k1 or k2. Invoking the rotating wave
approximation �RWA� and by a perturbative expansion8,82 to third order in the optical field, Eq. �C1� becomes

− i
�

�t
pij

vc:�−k1+k2+k2� −
i

tex
pij

vc:�−k1+k2+k2� = − �
n

Tjn
c pin

vc:�−k1+k2+k2� − �
m

Tmi
v pmj

vc:�−k1+k2+k2� + Vijpij
vc:�−k1+k2+k2�

+ �
klv�c�

�Vkj − Vki − Vlj + Vli����plk
v�c�:k1�*plj

v�c:k2pik
vc�:k2� − ��plk

v�c�:k1�*plk
v�c�:k2pij

vc:k2�

− ��plk
v�c�:k1�*Blkij

v�c�vc:�k2+k2��� + E2�t� · �
klv�c�

���il
vc��*�pkl

v�c�:k1�*pkj
v�c:k2

+ ��lj
v�c�*�plk

v�c�:k1�*pik
vc�:k2� . �C2�

Apart from the density-matrix element pij
vc:�−k1+k2+k2�,

Eq. �C2� also contains the matrix elements

pij
vc�k1�, pij

vc�k2�, and Blkij
v�c�vc:�k2+k2�. Thus, to solve for

pij
vc:�−k1+k2+k2��t3 , t2 , t1 , t� at time t, we should calculate

pij
vc�k1��t�, pij

vc�k2��t�, and Blkij
v�c�vc:�k2+k2��t� simultaneously. Fol-

lowing the similar procedure of deriving Eq. �C2�, we obtain
the following equations for solving pij

vc�k1��t�, pij
vc�k2��t�, and

Blkij
v�c�vc:�k2+k2��t�:

− i
�

�t
pij

vc�k1� −
i

tex
pij

vc�k1� = − �
n

Tjn
c pin

vc�k1� − �
m

Tmi
v pmj

vc�k1�

+ Vijpij
vc�k1� + E1�t� · ��ij

vc�*, �C3�

− i
�

�t
pij

vc�k2� −
i

tex
pij

vc�k2� = − �
n

Tjn
c pin

vc�k2� − �
m

Tmi
v pmj

vc�k2�

+ Vijpij
vc�k2� + E2�t� · ��ij

vc�*, �C4�
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− i
�

�t
Blkij

v�c�vc:�k2+k2� −
i

tbi
Blkij

v�c�vc:�k2+k2�

= − �
m

�Tjm
c Blkim

v�c�vc:�k2+k2� + Tmi
v Blkmj

v�c�vc:�k2+k2�

+ Tkm
c Blmij

v�c�vc:�k2+k2� + Tml
v Bmkij

v�c�vc:�k2+k2��

+ �Vlk + Vlj + Vik + Vij − Vli − Vkj�Blkij
v�c�vc:�k2+k2�

− �Vlk + Vij − Vli − Vkj�pik
vc��k2�plj

v�c�k2�

+ �Vik + Vlj − Vli − Vkj�plk
v�c��k2�pij

vc�k2�. �C5�

Solving the set of coupled equations �C2�–�C5�
gives pij

vc:�−k1+k2+k2��t3 , t2 , t1 , t�. Substituting
pij

vc:�−k1+k2+k2��t3 , t2 , t1 , t� into Eq. �23� results in the SI 2D
signal. Equations for the SII and SIII 2D signals can be de-
rived in a similar way.

APPENDIX D: NUMERICAL CALCULATION
OF LINEAR ABSORPTION

From Eqs. �19� and �22�, the total polarization along the
kI direction is written as

P�t� = P�kI��t3,t2,t1,t� + c.c.

= �
ijvc

�ij
vcpij

vc:�kI��t3,t2,t1,t� + c.c.


 p�t�e−i�gt + c.c., �D1�

where p�t� is defined as the slowly varying portion relative to
the band gap frequency �g. Performing Fourier transform of
the polarization relative to �g gives

P��� = �
−�

�

P�t�e−i��−�g�tdt

= �
−�

�

�p�t�e−i�gt + c.c.�e−i��−�g�tdt

= �
−�

�

�p�t�e−i�t + p*�t�e−i��−2�g�t�dt

� �
−�

�

p�t�e−i�tdt . �D2�

Similarly, performing Fourier transform of the jth optical
pulse �Eq. �1�� relative to the band-gap frequency �g gives
�spatial portion is omitted�

Eopt��� = �
−�

�

�E j
+e−i�jt + c.c.�e−i��−�g�t

= �
−�

�

�E j
+e−i��j−�g�te−i�gte−i��−�g�t + e−i��−�g�t · c.c.�dt

� �
−�

�

E j
+e−i��j−�g�te−i�tdt , �D3�

where Eopt��� is approximately the Fourier transform of
pulse envelope E j

+ because we consider only resonant excita-
tion where � j is close to �g. Finally, the linear absorption is
calculated as36,92

���� =
� j

n�c�0
ImP��� · Eopt

* ���
	Eopt���	2 � , �D4�

where n� is the average, frequency-independent refractive
index of the quantum well, �0 is the vacuum permittivity, and
c is the speed of light.
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